TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #264

SEC. 1 T 1S R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: MAP B-810

CONDITION: Good

FOUND: 2" I.P. WITH 3" TILL. CO. BRASS CAP MAP B-810

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 10" CONCRETE CYLINDER AROUND FOUND 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" TILLAMOOK COUNTY BRASS CAP SEE CS MAP # B-810

*60" Hat Section WEST 1± FEET

NEW ACCESSORY: THIS CORNER REWITNESSED FOR HISTORICAL VALUE ONLY!

COMMENTS: ALSO FOUND BOTTOM OF SHARPENED SPRUCE LIMB ALONGSIDE OF I.P. WITH BRASS CAP. THIS CORNER IS LOCATED IN A N-S-W FENCE CORNER.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MCNUITT, AL OVORAK

DATE: 4-29-85 PHOTO#: 

* = County corner tag affixed.